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GENTLE COOKING01
● Steaming and stewing are considered the healthiest and gentlest

cooking methods, as hardly any nutrients are lost. When it comes to

healthy cooking, the shorter and gentler the better.

● Solid, insensitive foods such as potatoes, rice, legumes or beet are

particularly suitable for cooking. The disadvantage: water-soluble

minerals and vitamins dissolve out during the cooking process.

● Vitamins C, B1 and B5, for example, are extremely sensitive to heat - at

least half of the vitamin content is lost at around 100 degrees. Broccoli,

for example, loses around 65 percent of its vitamin C content after only

five minutes of cooking.

● In sous vide cooking, meat, fish or vegetables are sealed in a plastic

bag, vacuumed and cooked at 50 to 85 degrees in a water bath. Thanks

to sous vide, meat and fish in particular can be cooked with absolute

precision. Low temperature and vacuum ensure that all nutrients and

flavours are preserved.



COOKING02

Cooking is the boiling of food in strongly bubbling liquid at close to 100°C. 

(In contrast to simmering or poaching where the water does not develop 

any perceptible bubbles and the temperature always remains just below 

the boiling point).



BAKING03

Baking is a cooking method in which the food is cooked and browned in 

the oven with hot air. Depending on the recipe, the temperature can vary 

between 100°C and 250°C.



BLACHING04

Blanching is the brief immersion of food in boiling water. This is not really a

cooking method but more a preparatory operation. Depending on the food,

blanching intensifies - or softens - certain colours or flavours. Some

vegetables or fruits are easier to peel by blanching (e.g. tomatoes). Blanching

can also kill pathogens (important for offal) or change the structure

(sometimes used for meat).



ROASTING

Roasting is cooking with strong dry heat. Roasting means roasting in the oven, grilling as

well as open roasting in the pan (also called sautéing). The principle of roasting is that the

heat drives the juices into the meat, while an aromatic crust is formed around the outside of

the meat. The crust should be formed as quickly as possible by searing the meat heavily to

prevent the juices from running out, which makes the meat juicy and tender.

The most important thing is to allow the meat to rest after roasting without heat (this varies

depending on the size). This causes the meat juices that were driven inside by the heat to

spread throughout the piece again.
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STEAMING06
Steaming is a particularly gentle cooking method using unpressurized steam at temperatures up to 100 °C. 

Particularly suitable for steaming are tender vegetables, cereal products and low-fat fish, but also tender meat 

and potatoes.

In addition to a pot with a lid, steaming requires a steamer insert that keeps the food away from the water 

underneath. 

When steaming, there should only be enough water in the pot so that it does not reach the food even when 

boiling; the pot must be closed so that the air in the pot is saturated with water vapour. Cooking in a pressure 

cooker or pressure cooker is similar. 

Since this method does not allow the water vapour to escape, the internal pressure increases and so does 

the temperature. The steam temperature can reach up to 120°C, which shortens the cooking time immensely.



BRAISING07
Braising is a combination of the cooking methods roasting, boiling and steaming. It is mainly used for the

preparation of meat, which is rather long-fibered and connective tissue, and therefore would become tough

during roasting. Besides meat, vegetables and mushrooms can also be braised.

After the braised meat has been seared sharply and briefly so that roasting substances form on the surface, it

is deglazed with liquid. Then it is finished cooking with other ingredients in a closed pot on the stove, or even

better in the oven, at a moderate temperature.

This cooking method makes the meat gain flavour and become tender, because liquid and pressureless

steam automatically keep the core temperature in the appropriate range (see Roasting). The braising process

can be maintained for several hours, especially if the temperature does not exceed 80 to 100 °C.



GRILLING08

Grilling is the frying by direct heat action. 

The art is to keep the right temperature and the right distance. 



ADDITIONAL MATERIALS

Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgHosaTSZic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgHosaTSZic
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Thank you!
Do you have any questions?

https://permaveterasmusproject.eu

permavetproject@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/PermaVET
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